Science in the News  Due __________

1. Choose a recent science related article from a newspaper or magazine
   a. You may use an online version of a published newspaper or magazine (ex: Star Bulletin, New York Times, Time Magazine, Discover Magazine)
   b. You may not use news services or general internet sights
   c. Your article must have been published within the past month

2. Write two paragraphs
   a. At top of page list Title of article and Name of publication and date of publication
   b. Paragraph one: summarize the article in your own words
   c. Paragraph two: reflect on how the article affects our community, the environment, the future or us.

3. Present your article to the class on your assigned date

4. Turn in:
   a. Your summary and reflection
   b. A copy of your article
   c. The grading slip below

SLE:B1, B2, B3, B5, C6

(Turn this grading sheet in with your assignment)